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Introduction This is tutorial to introduce you to absolute positioning and CSS in Freeway 4.1.1. Its goals are: 1) to demonstrate how to use absolute positioning via construction of a simple page consisting of header, menu, and main content; 2) to introduce CSS lists, an essential to successful CSS positioning; and 3) to acquaint you with descendant selectors, another CSS cornerstone. This tutorial assumes that you have some acquaintance with Freeway. Please read the Freeway and CSS Manual version 2 before you begin the tutorial. The manual provides the necessary introduction to Freeway 4’s interface and operation. I intend this tutorial as a stop-gap measure until Softpress releases their own (and much better) tutorials; it is in no way intended to replace or substitute for the company’s official publications. Freeway Discussion members have, however, voiced repeated requests for a tutorial of some sort. This piece is meant as a temporary means to meet the demands of the Freeway community. As such, it is subject to all the weaknesses of a quick and dirty project. There may be typos, infelicitous phrasings, and—gasp—errors. I beg my readers kind indulgence. This tutorial is not a CSS compendium; there are plenty of such references available online and in bookstores. I have elected to begin with absolute positioning. Using absolute positioning is like building with blocks, stacking boxes, or playing with Legos, albeit in three dimensions. Absolute positioning also seems to be the most Freeway-like of the positioning options in that it allows the kind of design experimentation that Freeway users have appreciated.
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Setup 1. Open a new Freeway document and use the values shown in the illustration. 2. Choose Document Setup from the Freeway Pro 4.1.1 menu. The Document and Graphics options can be left at their defaults, and the Upload option can be filled with individual requirements. We will, however, be making some changes to the Output and Text options. 3. Click the Output button and choose the options shown in the illustration. More readable code will add a bit to the weight of the page but not enough to be concerned about. We do not want to reinforce tables with spacer gif, we do want to use an external stylesheet. 4. Click the Text button and choose the options shown in the illustration unless you wish to use another language and encoding.
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Setting Up the Page 1. Name the page using the Page Inspector. Be sure that the Style Sheet drop-down is set to sheet1. 2. Select a background from the Page Inspector. A dark background will work best for our purposes. 3. Double-check to ensure that the page settings match those in the illustration. 4. You settings should duplicate those those to the right, and your page should look like the last illustration a
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The Header DIV (Layer) 1. Select the HTML Tool from the either the Tools Palette or the Tools Bar. 2. Select a place within the black rectangle and draw out a box. Using the control handles, resize the box until it measures 740px by 100px. 3. Name the box by typing “header” (without quotes) in the Title box on the HTML Item Palette. Do not neglect to name the box. 4. Choose white as the background color. 5. Click Preview.



Before we go any further, we need to set the text size for the page. Instead of creating a host of different styles, we’ll set one and style from there. We’ll so this by styling the body element (or tag). Any element in HTML can be styled. Because the body is high in the HTML hierarchy, the style will cascade down through the page. We will need to compensate for the Win IE later.



Setting the Body Text 1. Choose New Styles from the Styles Palette. 2. Choose Font from the “twisty” and Verdana from the Font dropdown menu. 3. Choose Size from the “twisty” and Small from the Size drop-down menu. 4. Click OK.
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Styling the h1 in the Header DIV (Layer) 1. Click inside the Header box and type Quick Brown Fox Industries. 2. Select the text and click h1 in the Styles Palette. 3. Select the Header Box and choose 30px from the Padding drop-down menu. 4. Click Preview.



Well, this is perhaps not what we want. The 1 heading is a bit large, and it doesn’t sit nicely in the header box. What we have run into is the default margins for elements. To remove the default margins and gain some control over the size of the text, we will style h1.
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Positioning the h1 Header 1. Choose Edit Styles from the Styles Palette. 2. Click h1. 3. Choose Space Before from the “twisty” menu in Paragraph: 4. In the Space Before: box, type 0 5. Choose Space After from the “twisty” menu in the Paragraph: 6. In the Space After box, type 0 7. Choose Size from the “twisty” menu in Character: 8. Choose X-Large from the Size drop-down menu. 9. Click OK to dismiss Edit Styles. 10. Click Preview. This marks an improvement, but we can still be more precise and force the h1 heading to sit exactly in the box.
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Tweaking the Header DIV 1. Position the cursor on the bottom control handle of the header box. 2. Drag the control handle up toward the bottom of the h1 heading. 3.When the box reaches the boundary imposed by the 30px padding, it will spring back. The h1 heading will now be exactly 30px from the box’s boundaries. You can check this by clicking anywhere in the h1 text. You should see a snug white box around the heading.



The Maincontent DIV (Layer) 1. Select the HTML Tool from the either the Tools Palette or the Tools Bar. 2. Select a place within the black rectangle (the page) and draw out a box. Using the control handles, resize the box until it fits under the header and covers the remainder of the page. 3. Name the box by typing “maincontent” (without quotes) in the Title box on the HTML Item Palette. Do not neglect to name the box. 4. Choose white as the background color. 5. Click Preview.
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Populating the Maincontent DIV (Layer) We need some text for the content. For our purposes, we’ll use some “lipsum” text  or you can use the very handy Lorem Ipsum Widget. We’ll need text enough to push the maincontent box beyond the boundaries of the page. About 600 words should do the trick. 1. Select the text from the text source. 2. Choose Copy from the Edit Menu. 3. Return to Freeway. 4. Click inside the the maincontent box. 5. Choose Paste from the Edit Menu. 6. Click Preview.



This is hardly attractive or useful in a number of ways. The line length is much too long, the text is flush with the box, and there is no room for the menu. To fix these problems we’ll add padding—but enough padding on the left to allow room for a menu.
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Padding the Maincontent DIV (Layer) 1. Select the maincontent box by clicking on the box. 2. Choose Custom from the Padding drop-down menu. 3. Type in the following values: Left: 230px, Top: 0px Right: 30px, and Bottom: 0px. 4. Click OK. 5. Click Preview. 6. Scroll down.



A problem. The text overflows the box and disappears because both the text and background are black. To fix the problem, we must make the maincontent box automatically resize to accommodate the text and its padding. (If you are previewing this in Mac IE 5.x, you will notice a problem. There is a jog between the header and the maincontent boxes. This is known bug in Mac IE 5.x. We’ll fix this later.)
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Fixing the Overflow on the Maincontent DIV (Layer) 1. Select the maincontent box by clicking on it. 2. Select the value in the height box in the HTML Item Palette 3. Delete the value and press Tab. 4. Preview.



The maincontent box now stretches automatically to accommodate the text and the padding. The page is beginning to take shape.



The Nav DIV (Layer) We need to devise a navagation facility for our page. The first step is make a container for the menu. 1. Click in the maincontent box. 2. Draw out a box 190px wide and 120px wide inside the maincontent box. (The cursor will have a plus sign inside a box indicating that you are drawing a box inside another box.) 3. Name the box by typing “nav” (without quotes) in the Title box on the HTML Item Palette. Do not neglect to name the box. 4. Select the nav box and move it to a position directly under the header box and flush against the left side of the page.
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The Nav List OK. Now we’ve come to the hard part. There’s no way around thinking in terms of a little code when it comes to menus or site navigation. In CSS, these items are created via lists. To style the lists, you must know what parts of the list to address. But this is fairly intuitive. An ol is an ordered list (a list with numbers); a ul is an unordered list (a list with bullets); and a dl is a definition list. An ol, ul, and dl have constituent parts. For both ol and ul, the constituent part is li or line. For the dl, there are two: the dt (definition term) and dd (definition). In most CSS techniques available on the web, the authors use unordered lists (ul). Freeway creates these types of lists automatically. 1. Click inside the nav box. 2. Type the following Item #1, Item #2, Item #3, and Item #4—each one followed by a carriage return. 3. Select Item #1 through Item #4. 4. Choose Round Bullets from List drop-down menu in the Text Palette. 5. Select Edit Styles 6. Select Style1 in the Name box and delete it. 7. Type “menu” (without quotes) in the Name box. 8. Click OK to dismiss the Edit Styles Window. 9.Click Preview. First, what just happened? Freeway created a temporary class style. We renamed it to something that describes part of the document structure so as not to leave the styles window (or the underlying code) cluttered with meaningless class styles. Careful naming results in easy maintenance. To be honest, using a class style is not best practice, but it does no harm at this point. Second, this is not exactly what we want by way of site navigation. We need to get rid of the bullets and move the list so that it is flush with the top of the text. The white space problem is, once more, a result of browser default margins. Hold on to your hats! We’ll be doing a little code.
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The Nav List: Fixing the Spacing 1. Choose New Style in the Styles Palette. 2. In the Tag box type the following: #nav ul 3. In the Name box select Style. 4. Press the Delete key. 5. Press the Tab key. 6. Choose Paragraph Indent from the “twisty” drop-down. 7. Select Default in the Paragraph Indent box and type the following: 0 8. Choose Space Before from the “twisty” drop-down. 9. Select Default in the Space Before box and type the following: 0 10. Choose Space After from the “twisty” drop-down. 11. Select Default in the Space After box and type the following: 0 12. Click OK to dismiss the Add Style Window. 13. Click Preview. What did we do? We “talked” to any unordered list residing inside the Nav box (div or layer). By putting a pound sign (more correctly an octothorpe) before nav, we addressed the unordered lists—and only the unordered lists—in the Nav box. In CSS parlance, we created a descendant selector. In other words, we selected an unordered list that is in the context of the Nav box (div or layer). In doing so, we successfully removed the default margins around the list and nothing else. (Note: Freeway does not change the Design Window; you must preview the page to see the effect.) To address all unorderlists in the maincontent box, we could write a style using descendant selectors in the following manner: #maincontent ul Now we’re going after bigger game: the bullets. Keep a firm grip on your hats. Because Freeway doesn’t offer us a way to remove the bullets directly at this point, we need to use Extended to remove them. We also need to make sure that some default padding doesn’t creep in. Again, Freeway doesn’t offer a means to do so via the drop-downs in the Styles Window, so we must use Extended once more.
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The Nav List: Fixing Bullets



the



1. Choose Edit Styles from the Styles Palette. 2. Click #nav ul. 3. Click Extended. 4. Click New. 5. In the Name box, type the following: list-style-type 6. In the Value box, type the following: none 7. Click New. 8. In the Name box, type the following: padding 9. In the Value box, type the following: 0 10. Choose Force Republish from the Page Menu. 11. Click Preview.



What just happened? We wrote two CSS styles for the unordered list in the Nav div. In the first instance, we put the name of a property—in our case, list-style-type—and a value for that property—none. This action redefined the list as having no style or no bullets. In the second instance, we again put in the name of a property in name and value to remove any padding. Freeway took care of the format for us. And why was it necessary to Force Republish? For some reason Extended styles don’t always stick. One problem remains. The list is flush against the left page boundary. We will fix it by adding padding to the Nav box. Note that we’ll be talking to the Nav box in the next section—not the nav list.
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The Nav Box: Fixing the Left Spacing Issue 1. Select the Nav box by clicking in it. 2. Choose Custom from the Padding drop-down menu in the HTML Item palette. 3. In the Left: box type the following: 30px 4. Click OK. 5. Click Preview. At this point, you’re probably saying: “Well, why can’t Freeway display the styles that I’ve added to the list. Sort undermines the whole WYSWYG business.” In a word, yes. But Freeway has never been very good with lists. If it makes you feel any better, Dreamweaver, GoLive, or anything else for that matter aren’t any better. You could always handcode. One last spacing problem, and we’re home free. It would be nice to have some space between the list items, so we’ll add some space by using descendant selectors
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The Nav List: Adding Space Between the Items 1. Choose New Style from the Styles Palette. 2. In the Tag box type the following: #nav ul li 3. In the Name box select Style. 4. Press the Delete key. 5. Press the Tab key. 6. Click Extended. 7. Click New. 8. In the Name box, type the following: padding 9. In the Value box, type the following: 0 0 10px 0 10. Click OK. 11. Choose Force Republish from the Page Menu. 12. Click Preview.



What did we do? We addressed all the line items in the unordered lists in the nav div and gave them 0 padding on the top, 0 padding on the right, 10px padding on the bottom, and 0 padding on the left. The order is critical here: top right bottom left. Think clockwise beginning at high noon or use the acronym TRBL or TRouBLe. Note: 0 is always 0; there is no need to add px after a zero. In fact, each time you do, a CSS fairy dies.
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The Nav List: Adding the Links Before we begin styling the links, add a dummy link to each of the list items. You can do this by selecting the first item in the list, using the COMMAND K shortcut, selecting Other and javascript: from the Protocol drop down menu. If you do not do this, the next step is guaranteed not to work. Once the list items have their blue, underlined hyperlinks, we will use a little CSS styling to create rollovers. And, yes, there’s a little more CSS coming up. We’ll simply use descendant selectors but, this time, we will concatenate them.
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The Nav List: Styling the Links (link & visited) 1. Choose New Style from the Styles Palette. 2.In the Tag Box type the following: #nav ul li a, #nav ul li a:visited 3. In the Name Box select Style. 4. Press the Delete key. 5. Press the Tab key. 6. Choose Style from the “twisty” drop-down menu in Character: 7. Click the B (for bold) in Style: 8. Choose Color from the “twisty” drop-down menu in Character: 9. Choose Red from the Color drop-down menu in Character: 10. Click Extended. 11. Click New. 12. In the Name box, type the following: text-decoration 13. In the Value box, type the following: none 14. Click OK to dismiss Extended. 15. Click OK to dismiss Edit Styles 16. Choose Force Republish from the Page Menu. 17. Click Preview. What did we do? We created a concatenated descendant selector. The first set (before the comma) selected all the line items with links gave them properties for their link state; the second set selected all the line items with links and gave them properties for their visited state in the unordered lists in a div called nav. (The links must adhere to the LoVe HAte order, so we did not use a:link.) We gave them a bold style and a the color red. Since Freeway doesn’t give us an easy way of turning off the default link underlining, we went into Extended and set the text-decoration to none. Paula Petrik, George Mason University, Freeway Tutorial #1
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What could have gone wrong? Somehow .style was appended to the declaration. The fix: edit styles and get rid of the pest. Otherwise, check that you put a comma between the two declarations and colon between the a’s and their descriptors as well as followed the spaces between the notations slavishly. Is there a hyphen in text-decoration? Missing an octothorpe? All these small errors can cause a CSS failure. It’s immediately evident that this approach could be applied to links in the maincontent box because the descendant selector would only select links in the maincontent and nowhere else. Thus, it is possible through CSS to create links for different structural elements on the page without resorting to myriad class styles. And, at long last, the secret to removing the underlining from links is revealed.
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The Nav List: Styling the Links (hover & active) 1. Choose Edit Styles from the Styles Palette. 2. Click #nav ul li a, #nav ul li a:visited in the Name Pane of the Edit Style Window. 3. Choose Duplicate from the Cog drop-down menu. 4. In the Tag Box, edit the original to the following: #nav ul li a:hover, #nav ul li a:active 5. Choose Color from the Character drop-down Menu 6. Choose Green from the Color drop-down menu. 7. In the Name Box select Style. 8. Press the Delete key. 9. Press the Tab key. 10. Click OK to dismiss Edit Styles. 11. Choose Force Republish from the Page Menu. 12. Click Preview and roll over the links. What did we do? We created the second part of a full hyperlink declaration and let the CSS cascade work for us. Because we had already done much of the styling for the first set, all we had to do was change the color. But why stop here? How about some borders under the list items? We’ll need to add the border and fiddle with the spacing.
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The Nav List: Some Frippery 1. Choose Edit Style from the Styles Palette. 2. Click on #nav ul li 3. Click on Extended. 4. Click New. 5. In the Name box, type the following: border-bottom 6. In the Value box, type the following: 3px double black 7. Click OK. 8. In the Extended pane, click padding 0 0 10px 0 9. Click on Edit. 10. In the Value box, select the following: 0 0 10px 0 11. In the Value box, type the following: 5px 0 5px 0 12. Click OK to dismiss Extended. 13. Click OK to dismiss Edit Styles. 14. Choose Force Republish from the Page Menu. 15. Click Preview. So, now we have edited a style and have a border under the list items. We also used a web color. There are a few named web colors that you can use simply by name. These are handy for quick layouts when you can’t remember a complicated hex number. These can be quickly edited in Freeway later when you have the hex colors at hand. There are also named web colors that can also be handy. They can be found at: . But we are missing a top border for the first list item. We can’t put a top border the list items because it would interfere with our bottom borders. We could put a border on the entire unordered list.
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The Nav List: The Last Frippery 1. Choose Edit Styles from the Styles Palette. 2. Click on #nav ul. 3. Click Extended. 4. Click New. 5. In the Name box, type the following: border-top 6. In the Value box, type the following: 3px double black 7. Click OK to dismiss Extended. 8. Click OK to dismiss Edit Styles. 9. Choose Force Republish from the Page Menu. 10. Click Preview. OK, we’re just about done. If you looked in the site pane next to the design window, you may have noticed that the nav box is inside the maincontent. For most visitors, this will not be a problem; for those using screen readers or those who have CSS turned off, it will be a pain because the the logical order of header, navigation, and content is in disarray. The navigation will literally be at the bottom of the page, and a screen reader would need to read the entire page to get to the menu. You may also have noticed that putting the border on the nav list has thrown off are precise alignment. There is also the matter of the pixel jog in Mac IE 5.x. We want to do all the fixes last because WYSIWIG in the design window will take a beating. These must be fixed.
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Fix: Logical Order 1. In the Site pane, click on nav. 2. Drag the icon until it sits between the header icon and the maincontent icon and until all the left edges of the icons are aligned. The nav box will jump out of position. Don’t worry. 4. Using the arrow keys, nudge the nav box back into place flush against the header box and the left. The nav box will disappear because it is in z-index position 2 behind the maincontent box. (The header box is in z-index position 1, and the maincontent box is in z-index position 3. Freeway assigns z-indices in the order in which you draw your boxes, but you can always change them.) If you preview at this juncture, the nav will disappear. Don’t panic. 5. Select the nav box by clicking on its icon in the site pane. 6. Choose Extended from the Item Menu. 7. Click New. 8. Click Div Style. 9. Click New. 10. In the Name box, type the following: z-index 11. In the Value box, type the following: 4 12. Click OK to dismiss Edit Name/ Value. 13. Click OK to dismiss Extended. 14. Click Preview. The nav box returns.
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Fix: Nav Div Precise Spacing Now to tweak the spacing. The border was three pixels, and there’s usually a stray pixel in a list, so we’ll start by moving the nav box down by four pixels. 1.Select the nav box. 2. Using the down arrow key nudge the box down four pixels. 3. Click Preview. That was pretty straight-forward. The fix for Mac IE is not. Like other fixes, it should be done last because the design window is going to get pretty scary. For all intents, WYSIWYG vanishes. What we want to do is give padding to the maincontent’s paragraphs rather than to the maincontent’s box. For some reason, Mac IE does not like padding on this div. Of course, you can say to yourself that Mac IE 5.x is more than five years and abandoned by its manufacturer and maybe it’s not worth the work. After all, it’s only a pixel or two. Only your site stats will help you with that decision.
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Fix: Mac IE 5.x 1. Select the maincontent box. 2. Choose Custom from the Padding drop-down menu. 3. Type in the following values: Left: 0px, Top: 0px Right: 0px], and Bottom: 30px. 4. Click Preview. 5. Choose Edit Styles from the Styles Palette. 6. Click #maincontent in the Name Pane of the Edit Style Window. 7. Choose Duplicate from the Cog drop-down menu. 8. In the Tag Box, edit the copy to the following: #maincontent p 9. Click Extended. 10. Click New. 11. In the Name box, type the following: padding 12. In the Value box, type the following: 0 30px 0 230px 13. Click OK to dismiss Extended. 14. In the Name Box select Style. 15. Press the Delete key. 16. Press the Tab key. 17. Click OK to dismiss Edit Styles. 18. Choose Force Republish from the Page Menu. 19. Preview in Mac IE 5.x.
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That’s all, folks. This tutorial has all the basics, but once you see how Freeway handles CSS, you’ll want to go out and get a CSS book so that you can capitalize on all it has to offer. Many of the interesting CSS techniques available on the web, especially lists are open to you. You might, for example, visit Listamatic and try out a few of the lists. Meantime, I welcome corrections, additions, comments and suggestions.
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